PTFF-11 – “Galore Creek Mine, British Columbia”

Galore Creek Mine, 150 Km north east of Stewart in British Columbia, will be the largest open-pit copper mine in North America. Daily production will average 84,000 tonnes of ore concentrate per day.

Currently, access to the mine is only by helicopter. Phase 1 of future development is the construction of a highway, enabling ore to be trucked to Stewart.

Heavy road construction equipment will be airlifted to Stewart by Platinum Airways.

**Suggested Aircraft:**
Boeing B747-8F
Boeing B747 LCF

**Flight Schedule:**
1. A 36 tonne Mobile Crusher unit, manufactured by the Zhengzhou Company in China, has been shipped to the port of Seattle. Load the unit at Seattle (KSEA) fly to Stewart, BC (CZST) and offload – 583nm.
2. Fly from Stewart to Spokane, WA (KGEG) – 677nm.
3. Load 30 tonne VOLVO articulated dump truck and deliver to Stewart (CZST) – 677nm.

**NOTAMS:**
Total flight distance 1,936nm.
Please enter in PIREP Comments, eg, PTFF-11-1/3.